Madelaine/Lorraine (End Room)

Key:
- # = Number of outlets in area
- J = Cable/Ethernet jacks
- = Window
- = Lighting fixture
- = Furniture is movable
- = Furniture is fixed

Diagram details:
- Bed: 120" x 150"
- Sink: 46.5" w / 7" h / 4" d
- Desk (+1 chair): 13.5" w / 22.5" h / 2.5" d
- Dresser: 26.5" w / 6.5" h / 14" d
- Closet: Dimensions not specified
- Furniture positions and movement indicated with arrows and labels.
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Key:
#* = Number of outlets in area
J = Cable/Ethernet jacks
= Window
= Lighting fixture
--- = Furniture is movable
--- = Furniture is fixed